
T h e  b e n e f i t s  o f
W o r k i n g  W i t h  A r t h u r

"Once you are connected and have an
understanding of the energy around you, you can
heal."
 
Since being introduced to energy healing, Arthur
has shifted his life 180°. Arthur started with the
knowledge of an acupuncture physician, which
provides a unique skill set when used in
combination with energy work. Arthur is blessed
with intuitive insight that allows him to fine-tune
individual treatments of energy and
light connections therapy, so you notice efficient
and effective changes within your healing
journey.
 
Every person reacts differently to energy
work.  Arthur employs a custom approach
with each patient. Throughout Arthur's years of
practice, he has found that gradual, gentle
guidance helps build a relationship of trust, so
clients can truly transform their lives for the
better.
 
People who may have "tried it all" on the search
for healing, find Arthur to be an end to the
search.  Arthur will guide you to heal yourself
physically, emotionally, and mentally. Affording
you the space for a happy life full of joy and love.

S e r v i c e s

Energy Healing Session: Arthur provides a
complete energetic report after your first
session. He will then guide you to bring your
body back into alignment and a state of
harmony while raising your vibrational
frequency levels. Arthur's services are
specifically tailored to help the client
overcome any emotional and/or physical
challenges. Arthur's intuitive gifts allow him
to communicate with the mind, the body,
and spirit to determine the most beneficially
effective treatment. 
 
Meditation Workshops: Workshops will
help you raise your vibrational levels and
learn developmental light connection skills.
These instructional workshops will help you
live a happier and more connected life.
 
Light Connections Certification: A
powerful, proprietary energy healing
system. It is a hands-on program, module-
based training for Individuals interested in
enhancing their physical, emotional, and
spiritual well-being. New training dates will
be announced on our website.

Receive a complete energetic evaluation
(diagnostic report) after your first
session
Immediate shifts in energy and vitality
to maximise wellness
Improved overall health
Manage physical ailments and pain
Spiritual growth
Stress management
Reduce anxiety and fears
Mindset shifts
Stop the attachment to overthinking
Raise your vibrational levels
Improved relationships with everyone in
your life
A greater sense of well-being 
Seeing yourself as you really are,
increasing self-confidence
Learn how to work with the light
connections around us in the "invisible
world"
Ability to let go of the past
Removal of energetic “blockages” of the
body
Removal of entities - cleansing of
energy field
Strengthen your intuition
Self-love

 

A r t h u r  L u k a s i e w i c z

Arthur is a founder of
Intuitive Living Institute
which is supported by
Pegasus Rising Inc., a
non-profit company.


